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ACE (Advanced Classification Engine)

Real-Time security, content and data classifications, anti-malware engines,
contextual reputation analysis, URL classification, anti-spam/spear-phishing
protection, sandboxing analysis

X

Behavioral File Sandboxing

X

An additional malware analysis option activated within ACE, especially useful for
zero-day malware detection.

URL Sandboxing

X

Modifies suspicious URLs for additional analysis when the user clicks the link.

Phishing Education and Reporting

Provide real-time, interactive phishing education by disarming phishing threats
to serve as real-life examples, making the threat personal for users. Admin
tracking and reporting improve security profiles.

X

Enterprise-Class DLP Engine

X

With unique capabilities including OCR, Drip DLP, and destination geo
location awareness.

Specialized Data Theft Defenses

X

Identify custom encrypted uploads & password data theft.

High Risk User Identification

X

Trends and past behavior is analyzed to identify users that may pose a risk of data
theft or loss.

Advanced Threat Dashboard

Forensic reporting on who, what where, how; data capture for security incidents.

Spam Detection

Accurate spam blocking with very low false positives, with options for prefiltering email in the cloud and industry leading SLAs.

Park and Pull Email Encryption

Secure email communications with 3rd parties. Park and Pull encryption
triggered by policy.

X

X

X

Push Style Email Encryption

X

Seamlessly secure email communications with 3rd parties using push style
Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) triggered by policy.

TRITON Unified Security Center

Unified policies, dashboards, reports and more reduce the time and expertise
required to achieve results.

X

Explicit Image Detection is provided by the ‘Image Analysis Module’, helping you monitor and enforce acceptable use and compliance.
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